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Abstract

We present a hierarchical feature fusion
model for image classification that is con-
structed by an evolutionary learning algo-
rithm. The model has the ability to com-
bine local patches whose location, width and
height are automatically determined during
learning. The representational framework
takes the form of a two-level hierarchy which
combines feature fusion and decision fusion
into a unified model. The structure of the
hierarchy itself is constructed automatically
during learning to produce optimal local fea-
ture combinations. A comparative evaluation
of different classifiers is provided on a chal-
lenging gender classification image database.
It demonstrates the effectiveness of these Fea-
ture Fusion Hierarchies (FFH).

1. Introduction

The generalization of new image acquisition devices
and the development of new feature extractors have
recently increased the interest of combining comple-
mentary modalities or features to perform automatic
image classification. Hierarchical approaches (Singh
et al., 2008; Podolak, 2008; Kim & Oh, 2008) to im-
age classification are particularly interesting to solve
complex problems because they are capable to decom-
pose them into tasks that are often easier to tackle.
However, these approaches often tend to manually de-
fine the structure of their hierarchy depending on the
features involved (Tan & Triggs, 2007), and can only
exploit a limited number of features. The current pa-
per addresses these problems by presenting a frame-
work that performs gender classification based on a
large set of features extracted from facial images. The
structure of the model as well as its parameters are es-
timated by a genetic learning algorithm that explores
the space of possible hierarchies.

2. Feature Fusion Hierarchies

Feature Fusion Hierarchies (FFH) address the problem
of fusing high-dimensional registered feature sets for
image classification. The representational framework
takes the form of a two-level hierarchy which combines
local feature fusion and decision fusion into a unified
model (Figure 1).

Given a feature set I(x, y, f), where (x, y) denotes a
position in the image, and f is a feature, the feature
fusion level is defined as a set of compound features C.
Each compound feature Ci combines a subset of fea-
tures fCi ∈ f over a local window θCi . This fusion is
done using a dimensionality reduction technique, de-
noted Ri(IfCi

,θCi
), and learned in a supervised way

(e.g. LDA). A key property of this function Ri is
to operate locally in the sense that it exploits local
adaptive windows (Scalzo & Piater, 2007) whose pa-
rameters θCi

= {x, y, Sx, Sy} are automatically ad-
justed during learning (position in the image (x, y),
width Sx and height Sy). The output of the func-
tion Si = Ri(IfCi

,θCi
) corresponds to a lower dimen-

sionality response vector. An additional classifier is
learned on the top of the first level to form the second
level D corresponding to the decision fusion. Its in-
put data correspond to the compound feature output
{S1, S2, . . . , Sn} merged into a single vector S.

3. Learning of Fusion Hierarchies

A canonical genetic algorithm is used to explore the
space of possible hierarchies (both the structure and
the parameters are estimated). The optimal solution
is the one that offers the best classification rate on the
validation data and minimizes the number of features
used as well as the size of the patches.

3.1. Genome Representation

Each evolving genome in the population is represented
as a binary vector encoding the structure and the pa-
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Figure 1. Overview of a Feature Fusion Hierarchy (FFH).

rameters of a specific hierarchy (Fig. 2). A genome
defines the hierarchy as a set of Nc combinations Ci.
The structure of Ci corresponds to the subset of fea-
tures that are combined fCi = {f1, . . . , fn} whereas its
parameters define the location (x, y) and size (Sx, Sy)
of the local window in the image on which the fusion
is performed.

Given n features at the first level, the structural part
is represented as a n-length binary vector encoding
the presence of the features in the combination. For
the parameter part, variables {x, y, Sx, Sy} are each
represented as b bits vector.
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Figure 2. A Feature Fusion Hierarchy made of four com-
pound features (c1, c2, c3, c4) is encoded into a genome.
The structural part and the parameters are embedded into
a single binary vector.

3.2. Fitness, Crossover and Mutation

The fitness function fit(h) is used to evaluate each in-
dividual in the population. It is set proportional to
the classification rate r of the genome encoded hier-
archy g, fit(g) = r(g) + α1n + α2s

−1, where n is the
number of zeros in the structure part of the genome
g and s is the total area covered by the patches. Pa-

rameters α1 and α2 are used respectively to support
combinations that have a fewer number of features and
are defined over a smaller window. A bi-parental ran-
dom crossover and a single point mutation operator
are used in our algorithm to produce new individuals.

4. Experiments

The effectiveness of the proposed framework is evalu-
ated on a gender classification problem. Given a set
of 400 facial images (Sun et al., 2002) captured un-
der various conditions, the task is to correctly iden-
tify the gender of the subject present in the image.
Each image is convolved with 35 Gabor filters and 5
Laplacian filters to produce the initial feature set on
which our Feature Fusion Hierarchies (FFH) are con-
structed. The classification results after a three-fold
cross-validation are reported in Table 1 for LDA, SVM
and KSR classifiers. It can be observed that the use of
the Feature Fusion Hierarchies (FFH) reduces signifi-
cantly the classification error of a PCA-based frame-
work and outperforms the results obtained by PCA-
GA approach (Sun et al., 2002). This can be explained
by the fact that our FFH approach exploits local fea-
tures whereas PCA-GA computes the projections on
the entire image.

LDA SVM KSR
PCA 14.2% 8.9% -%

GA-PCA(Sun et al., 2002) 9% 4.7% -%
FFH (this paper) 7.2% -% 3.8%

Table 1. Results for three different classifiers are reported
for PCA, GA-PCA (Sun et al., 2002) and the Feature Fu-
sion Hierarchies (FFH).
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